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THE CONVERGENCE DETERMINING CLASS
OF REGULAR OPEN SETS

LOTHAR ROGGE

Abstract. The purpose of this paper is to prove that every

sequence of closed approximable measures defined on the Borel-

field of a normal topological space with values in an abelian topo-

logical group is Cauchy convergent for all Borel sets if it is Cauchy

convergent for all regular open sets. In particular every sequence of

measures on the Borel-field of a perfectly normal topological

space which is Cauchy convergent for all regular open sets is

Cauchy convergent for all Borel sets, too.

1. Preliminaries. In this paper a topological group G is always assumed

to be abelian. The system of neighborhoods of the zero element of G is

denoted by J^O). A sequence aneG, ne N, is Cauchy convergent iff it is

Cauchy convergent with respect to the uniformity :

{{ia,b)eG x G:a - b eF}:Fe.F(0)}.

Let iX, £T) he a topological space. The closure of a set A <= X he denoted by

Ac, and its interior by int A. A set A^Xis regular open iff A='mt Ac. The

system of regular open sets is denoted by &"r The function T e S~-*T* : =

int Tc e 3~T has the following properties :

(i) T** = T*;
(ii) Je [/implies r*<= U*;

(iii) TnU=0 implies T*nU* = 0;
(iv) Tcr\Uc=0 implies (TvU)* = T*kjU*.

Let 3S be a o--field on X and G be a topological group. A function

p:38^>-G is a measure iff for all disjoint sets .4, e 38, i e N, the sequence

Œ"=i i"(^¿))nefv converges to p(\J ¿6JV Af\. Let Jfc^1; a measure

p : á?-*-G is ¿f-regular iff for each Ae£% and each F e ^(0) there exists

Ke JÍT, K^A suchthat

p(3§ r\(A- K)) : = {p(B C\(A- K)):Be 3$} <= F.

For the case of a Banach space G, regularity in the sense of this definition

is the usual regularity, defined in terms of the semivariation.
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If JT is the system of compact or closed sets of a topological space then

we speak of compact or closed approximable measures instead of JT-

regular measures. Let 9ft be a family of measures defined on 38 with values

in G and ^ be a subsystem of 38. ^ is a convergence determining class for

9ft iff each sequence p„ e 9ft, n e N, which is Cauchy convergent on <é', is

Cauchy convergent on 38.

2. The main results. For a compact space (X, 3~), Wells [6] proved

that the system of regular open sets is a convergence determining class for

the family of compact approximable real valued measures. Gänssler

generalized this result in [1] to normal Hausdorff spaces and in [2] to

regular Hausdorff spaces. For a normal space the following result is more

general insofar as the measures are closed approximable only and not

compact approximable any more. We remark that each measure on the

Borel-field of a metric space is closed approximable whereas compact

approximability of measures is only known for complete separable metric

spaces. Furthermore the measures may assume values in a topological

group instead of the real numbers. The proof seems, to the author, more

transparent than the proofs of Wells [6] and Gänssler ([1], [2]) because

the author directly uses the regular open sets whereas Wells and Gänssler

describe the regular open sets by a complicated system of conditions. We

remark that for a regular space Lemma 5 together with Theorem 3.11 of

Gänssler [1] yields Gänssler's result in [2].

Theorem 1. Let (X, .T) be a normal topological space. If a sequence of

closed approximable measures on the Borel-field of X with values in a

topological group is Cauchy convergent for the regular open sets, then it is

Cauchy convergent for the Borel sets, too.

Proof. Let C%~ be the system of closed sets and pn, n e N, be a sequence

of ¿T-regular measures which is Cauchy convergent on ¡TT. As (X, 3~) is a

normal topological space, for each K e M', T e.T with £"<= T, there exists

U' e$~r such that K<= £/<= Uccz T. Hence we may apply Lemma 5, whence

Lemma 7 yields that ¿F and therefore ^~r uniformly approximates J>T

from above with respect to pn, neN. Hence Cauchy convergence on S/~r

implies Cauchy convergence for all closed sets and therefore Cauchy con-

vergence on -T. By Corollary 7 of [5], a sequence of closed approximable

measures on a normal topological space is Cauchy convergent for all

Borel sets if it is Cauchy convergent for all open sets. This implies the

assertion.

We remark that every sequence of Jf-regular measures with values in a

complete topological group, which is Cauchy convergent for all Borel sets,

converges for all Borel sets, and each limit function is a Jf-regular

measure [4, Theorem 8(2)].
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If the measures are not closed approximable, Example 6 in [5] shows

that even for a compact Hausdorff space Cauchy convergence for all open

sets does not imply Cauchy convergence for all Borel sets. Using the

regular open instead of the open sets we shall give a less complicated

example. We construct two measures rls v2 on the Borel-field of a compact

Hausdorff space which coincide for the regular open but not for the open

sets. Then the sequence of measures pn: =vt or v2 iff« is even or odd con-

verges for all regular open sets but not for all open sets.

Example 2. Let Ù he the first uncountable ordinal and let X be the set

of all ordinals less than or equal to Í2. Let &~ be the order topology and 38

the pertaining Borel-field of X. Then (X, íé~) is a compact Hausdorff space.

According to Halmos [3, p. 231] the set function vf\3â, defined by v1(7i)=l

or 0 according as B does or does not contain an unbounded closed subset

of X— Q, is a measure. Let v2\3d be the probability measure concentrated

in il. For each TeT, v2(T)=l implies v1(7,)=l. If 2" is regular open and

Vx(T)= 1, then Í2 e T, whence v2(T)= 1. Therefore r, and v2 coincide for all

regular open sets. However v1(X—Cl)=l, v2(X—Q)=0 and X— Í2 is an

open set.

We remark that there exist trivial examples for measures coinciding on

the regular open but not on the open sets if the topological space is

normal and compact but not Hausdorff; e.g.: Let A = {0, 1), 3"=

{0, {0}, X} and vx, v2 he the probability measures concentrated at 0 and 1,

respectively.

Corollary 3. Let (X, 3~) be a perfectly normal topological space. If a

sequence of measures on the Borel-field of X with values in a topological

group is Cauchy convergent for the regular open sets, then it is Cauchy con-

vergent for the Borel sets, too.

Proof. A perfectly normal space is normal and every open set is a

countable union of closed sets. Hence Proposition 15 of [5] implies that

each measure on the Borel-field of Xis closed approximable. Now Theorem

1 implies the assertion.

We remark that Corollary 3 is applicable to pseudometric spaces, because

a pseudometric space is perfectly normal.

3. Auxiliary lemmata.

Lemma 4. Let (X, 3~) be a topological space and p be a measure on the

Borel-field 3$ofX with values in a topological group G. Let T¡ e &~,j e N,

be a sequence of disjoint sets. Then for every F e ^(0) there exists a sub-

sequence N0<=Nsuch that p(3$n (LUn0 T,)*)<=f.
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Proof. Let Nk<^N, keN, be disjoint subsequences of N. Let Uk: =

\JjeNkTj, keN. Then Uke3~, keN, are disjoint whence U*=

int Uk, keN, are disjoint. Hence the assertion follows from Lemma 6.

Lemma 5. Let (X, 3~) be a topological space and Jf be a system of

closed sets such that

(*) KeJf, TeST and K^ T imply K^ U<= L/c<= T for some UefT.

Let pn, neN, be a sequence of d~-regular measures defined on the Borel-

field 38 of X with values in a topological group G. If pn, neN, is Cauchy

convergent on ^T then we have, for each sequence of disjoint sets T¡ e S"',

j e N, limíeN pn(T¡)=0 uniformly in neN.

Proof. W.l.g. we may assume that G is a Hausdorff group. If the

assertion is wrong there exist £0 e ^(0), a sequence of disjoint sets T¡ e 3~',

j e N, and a subsequence (nf)jeN of N such that

(1) /^(^fo for all y 6 W.

Let v¡:=fin¡, jeN. There exists ^eJ^O) with F^F^Fq. As v} is

¿f-regular and (*) is fulfilled, there exists C/;- e^r with U,<= [^cf. and

(2)vj(U])iFx,jeN.

There exists a symmetric £2 e=F(0) with £2+F2+F2+£2<= Fv Starting

with Nx'.=N, J70:=0 we shall show by induction over j e N that there

exist sequences A/i+1<=./Vand ni e Nwith n¡ e NpN^.x, "í>"í-i> sncn that:

(3) vn¡(3§n({\teN¡+1Uk)*)^F2,

(4) VnXVuu Uf)-vk(\Jim Ut) e F2 for all k=n¡, Mc{l, • • • , n^}.
Assume that the assertion is true for j— 1, j e N. As (v„)neN is Cauchy

convergent on 3~T, there exists n¡ eJV;, n^n^x, such that (4) is fulfilled.

According to Lemma 4, applied to p.: =vn. and the sequence of disjoint

sets Uke¿7~, k e N¡, property (3) is fulfilled for some subsequenceNi+1 <= N¡.

This proves the induction.

Now we shall show that for an appropriate regular open set U0 the

subsequence vn (U0) of v3(£/0) is not Cauchy convergent, contradicting the

assumption.

Let N0 : = {2k : k e N} and U0 : = ((J**, Un)* e ¿T . As £/, cr^c Ts e F,

j e N, and T¡ e 3^, j e N, are disjoint, we have, for all A^* <= N,

( U   uX =    U    U, + (   U    uX   for any n.

Hence we obtain, for ally e N0,

vn¡(U0) - vniJU0)

= vnj(Un)+(vJ    U     Un)-vn(     U     Un\)

+ vA  U   UnX-vnJ    U     uj.
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Hence (2), (3) and (4) imply vnj(U0)~vn¡_x(U0) i F2 for all j e N0.

As (vs)itN is Cauchy convergent on 3~r, this yields a contradiction.

For the sake of completeness we cite the following two lemmas which

are proved in [5]:

Lemma 6. Let p be a measure defined on a o-ring 3% with values in a

topological group G. If An e 3$,neN, are disjoint, then for every F e ^(0)

there exists n^eN such that /¿(^ n Ujta n 4t)c F for all n _n0.

Proof.   Lemma 13 of [5].

Lemma 7. Let M be a o-ring and ST be a subsystem of¿% which is closed

under finite intersections and separates the subsystem 3C of 3/t (i.e. for each

disjoint Kx, K2eJf there exist disjoint 7\, T2 e F with £,<= T, andK2^ T2).

Let G be a topological group and pn: 3&^>-G ,neN,a sequence of Jf-regular

measures such that for each sequence of disjoint sets T¡ e &~', j e N:

lim pn(T,) = 0

uniformly in neN.
Then ¿F approximates 3F from above uniformly with respect to pn,

neN, i.e. for all Fe^(0), KeX, there exists Te3~, T=>K, such that

pn(3$r\(T-K))^Ffor all neN.

Proof.   Lemma 12 of [5].
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